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Introduction
Actual conditions





Complex phenomena;
Huge volume of data;
Multi-disciplinary approaches;
Inter-domains influences;

New modelling paradigm → hybrid approaches








Hybrid mode = ‘building blocks’ deeply connected;
‘Building block’ = study: theoretical model or experimental study;
Theoretical approaches: analytical, numerical, semi-numerical etc.;
Paramount: connections between the ‘building blocks’;
All the ‘building blocks’ are implemented as computer based solutions;
Connections = interfaces, i.e. computer based solutions;
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Example – Hybrid model
An ICE’s Structural model of the cylinder block:



12B165 – A navy vessel ICE;
Running conditions;
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Experimental study → SAE2000, Detroit, USA;
PhD, ‘Cum laude’, 88 letters / 105 reviewers;

Motivation
Key factor → computer based solutions!
Computers are used for distinct studies:








Analytical approaches → original software;
General numerical methods → original & commercial software;
Dedicated numerical methods (FEM) → original & commercial software;
Semi-numerical methods → original & commercial software;
Dedicated algorithms & solvers → original & commercial software;
Decisional problems → original software.

Computers are used to connect the studies:





Based on the Application Program Interfaces → original software;
Interfaces (CSV, JSON, original) → original software;
Data integration → original software;
Knowledge acquisition (using knowledge based systems) → original software;
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Methodology - Stages
Level 1 – data structures for mathematical methods




Matrix methods are ubiquitous in science;
Large matrices → finer discretization → higher accuracy;
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Level 2 – optimizations →

Methodology - Stages
Level 2 – optimization: access time minimization




Data structures for dynamical memory allocation;
Vector of doubly linked lists for matrices’ block processing;
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Level 3 – library of header files; rapid development →

Methodology - Stages
Level 3 – library of header files; rapid development

New: class oriented
programming
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According to these trends, new developments →

Results
Template classes’ oriented development



Classes: functions in old header files are included in dedicated classes;
Template classes: types are ‘generic’ ← high reusability;

Same type for all the elements
of the doubly linked list
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Eclipse environment

Results
Why not a general solution?






General solution: each element may have a distinct type;
Template solution is not so general ← however why is it preferable?;
SWOT analysis?
Example 1: coordinates ← geometry, design, FEM, calculus domain;
Example 2: identifiers ← graph theory, element definition (FEM);
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Results
Some technical info and, of course, more questions



Functions in header files and fields of the classes;
Input/output variables of T type ← how to handle ‘generic’ types;

Functions
in the class

Same type for all the elements
of the doubly linked list

Return is T
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T type identification →

Results
Type identification using a ‘common use’ compiler


Function (programming ‘trick’) used to identify a ‘generic’ type . . .
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T type conversion →

Results
T ‘generic’ type conversion





Function (programming trick) used to convert a ‘generic’ type . . .
Idea: convert T generic type to string & from string;
Handling strings is paramount!
Strings connect the data to the input/output (?CSV?) text files;
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Operating the sample application →

Results
Operating the sample application



Operations → test the generation of various T types of doubly lnkd lists;
Operations used to operate the doubly lnkd lists ← common in all apps;
string
int
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Some STL solutions →

Results
Some Standard Template Library C++ solutions






Solution used to store random values, testing the degree of randomness;
‘map’ = associative container; ‘ulli’ stands for ‘unsigned long long int’;

Solution used to store strings which symbolize points’ coordinates;
Useful to compute the coefficients within the polynomial regression;
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Conclusion →

Usefulness









Conclusion

Modeling complex phenomena requires advanced concepts & instruments;
Data integration and knowledge acquisition require computer based original software;
Hybrid research approaches use composite models with deeply integrated modules;
Facile and rapid development of software components is paramount;
Various software libraries: solvers, interfaces, RNGs, data persistency etc.;
“Failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail” → software development strategy;
Strategy is valuable, being confirmed over the past 38 years in many R&D projects;

Progresses in the last 3 years





Header files approach → class based programming, i.e. (atomization → integration);
Class templates based programming = generic programming;
Standard Template Library in C++: containers, iterators, algorithms, functions;
Collections in Java (not presented in this paper);

Accomplishments




Modern know how in the development of new software components for hybrid models
Updated libraries and new libraries based on the aforementioned progresses;
New computer based models in data science;
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Questions?

“Failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail” Benjamin Franklin
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